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We use purity, a principle borrowed from the foundations of quantum infor-
mation, to show that all isometric comonoids in the category CPM (fHilb) are
necessarily pure. As a corollary, we answer an open question about special dag-
ger Frobenius algebras (and classical structures in particular) in CPM (fHilb):
we show that they are all canonical, i.e. that they all arise by doubling of
special dagger Frobenius algebras from the category fHilb.
1 Introduction
The exact correspondence [8] between finite-dimensional C*-algebras and special symmetric
†-Frobenius algebras in fHilb—the dagger compact category of finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces and linear maps—is a cornerstone result in the categorical treatment of quantum
theory [1, 4]. A corresponding characterisation in CPM (fHilb)—the dagger compact cat-
egory of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces and completely positive maps [7]—has been an
open question for a few years now [5, 6]—of interest, for example, in the investigation of
the robustness of certain sequentialisable quantum protocols [2, 6].
In this work we use purity, a principle borrowed from the foundations of quantum
information [3], to answer this question once and for all. We show that all isometric
comonoids in CPM (fHilb) must be pure, and as a consequence that the special †-Frobenius
algebras in CPM (fHilb) are exactly the canonical ones, arising by doubling from fHilb.
2 Purity
The very definition of morphisms in the category CPM (fHilb) means that a CP map
Φ : H → K can always be purified, i.e. that it can be written in terms of a pure map
Ψ : H → K⊗ E and discarding of an “environment” system E :
Φ := Ψ
In this work, by a pure CP map Ψ : H → K we mean a CP map in the form Ψ = CPM (ψ),
arising by doubling of a morphism ψ : H → K in fHilb. This “diagrammatic” notion of
purity is connected to the notion of purity used in the foundations of quantum information
by the following purity principle.
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Proposition 1 (Purity Principle).
If the following holds for some pure CP maps Ψ : H → K⊗ E and F : H → K:
Ψ = F
then there is a normalised pure state f on E such that:
Ψ = F f
By expanding the discarding map in terms of some orthonormal basis of pure states, one
straightforwardly gets an equivalent formulation of the principle in terms of sums.
Proposition 2 (Purity Principle, sums version).
If the following holds for pure CP maps (Ψi : H → K)i and F : H → K:
Ψi
∑
i
= F
then there are coefficients pi ∈ R+ summing to 1 such that the following holds for all i:
Ψi = pi F
Because CPM (fHilb) is dagger compact, finally, one can also straightforwardly obtain
a more general formulation of the principle which replaces the purifying state f with a
purifying operator f .
Proposition 3 (Purity Principle, operator version).
If the following holds for some pure CP maps Ψ : H⊗F → K⊗ E and F : H → K:
Ψ = F
then there is a pure CP map f : F → E such that:
Ψ = F f
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3 Isometries of CP maps
Theorem 1. Every isometry Φ in CPM (fHilb) can be written as a R+-linear combination
of pure isometries Vi with pairwise orthogonal images.
Φ† ◦ Φ = 1 ⇒ Φ =
∑
i
qiVi with V †i ◦ Vj = δij 1
In pictures, this means that if the following equation holds:
Ψ
Ψ
=
then we must in fact have:
Ψ = Vi
∑
i
qi with
Vi
V †j
= δij
Furthermore, the coefficients satisfy∑i(qi)2 = 1, and they can be chosen to be all non-zero.
Proof. By the existence of purifications, we can obtain Φ : H → K by discarding an
“environment” system E from some pure Ψ : H → K⊗ E :
Φ := Ψ
By the operator version of the purity principle, the isometry equation Φ† ◦ Φ = 1 for Φ
implies the following equation for Ψ, where f is some pure CP map E → E :
Ψ
Ψ
= f
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The pure CP map f is self-adjoint, which means that we can find an orthonormal basis of
pure states (ϕi)dim Ei=1 and associated non-negative real numbers (qi)i such that:
f
ϕi
ϕ†j
= δijq2i
for all i, j = 1, ...,dim E . For each i with qi 6= 0, define:
Vi :=
1
qi
Ψ
ϕ†i
This way we get:
Φ = Ψ Ψ
∑
i
ϕ†i ∑
i s.t. qi 6=0
qi Vi= =
Furthermore, the Vi pure maps we just defined are isometries with orthogonal images:
Vi
V †j
Ψ
Ψ
ϕ†j
ϕi
= 1
qiqj
f
ϕi
ϕ†j
= δij
q2i
qiqj
= δij=
1
qiqj
Finally, we have that:
Ψ
Ψ
=
∑
ij
qiqj
Vi
V †j
=
∑
ij
δijqiqj =
∑
i
q2i=
so we conclude that ∑i(qi)2 = 1.
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4 Main result
Consider an isometric comonoid (δ, ) on an object H of the dagger compact category
CPM (fHilb) of finite-dimensional complex Hilbert spaces and completely positive maps:
H
H H
H
δ :  :
=
associativity law
=
unit laws
=
=
isometry
For example, (δ, , δ†, †) could be a special †-Frobenius algebra in CPM (fHilb). We say
that (δ, ) is canonical if it arises by doubling of an isometric comonoid of fHilb, i.e. if δ
and  are both pure maps.
Theorem 2. Every isometric comonoid in CPM (fHilb) is canonical.
Proof. By Theorem 1 and isometry, we know that:
Vi
∑
i
qi=
for some pure isometries Vi of fHilb with V †i ◦ Vj = δij id. The coefficients qi satisfy
q·q = ∑i(qi)2 = 1, and we choose them to be all non-zero. By the existence of purifications,
we decompose  as a sum of non-zero pure effects:
k
∑
k
=
By the purity principle and the unit laws for the comonoid, we deduce that there are
coefficients ri,k, li,k ∈ R+ such that:
Vi
k
Vi
k
= li,k = ri,k
Writing li :=
∑
k li,k and ri :=
∑
k ri,k, the unit laws imply that q · r =
∑
i qiri = 1 =∑
i qili = q · l: it cannot therefore be that for all i, k we have li,k = 0 or that for all i, k we
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have ri,k = 0. Picking some i, k such that li,k 6= 0, we deduce that  is, in fact, a non-zero
pure effect:
li,k Vi
k
kri= =
Because  is a pure effect, we will henceforth drop the discarding map in our notation:
 :
The same trick can then be used to show that ri = li for all i:
li Vi ri= =
Having established that the counit is pure, we now move on to establish that the comul-
tiplication is pure as well. By the associativity law, we have that:
Vi
V †k
Vj
V †l∑
ij
∑
kl
qiqjqkql = = =
By the sum version of the purity principle we have the following, for some scalars tijkl:
Vi
V †k
Vj
V †l
tijkl=
6
By the associativity law and the fact that Vi are orthogonal isometries, we get that for
any choice of i and j it is not possible to have tijkl = 0 for all k and l:
qiqj
Vi
Vj
Vi
Vj
∑
kl
tijkl= = =
The observation above, together with the fact that Vi are orthogonal isometries, implies
that for every i, j there must exist i′, j′ such that:
Vi
Vj
Vj′
Vi′
= (†)
Post-composing both sides of Equation (†) with (1⊗ 1⊗ ) we deduce that i = i′, as long
as we assume that rj 6= 0 (which also implies rj′ 6= 0):
Virj Vi
Vj
Vj′
Vi′ Vi′ rj′
= = =
Post-composing both sides of Equation (†) with (1⊗ ⊗ 1), and taking some j for which
rj 6= 0 (one exists, since r · q = 1), we deduce that ri 6= 0 for all i:
Virj Vi
Vj
Vj′
Vi
Vj′ ri= = =
Post-composing both sides of Equation (†) with ( ⊗ 1 ⊗ 1) we also deduce that j = j′
(this time with no additional requirement on ri, which we have already guaranteed to be
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non-zero), so that we have an associativity law for the individual isometries:
Vi
Vj
Vj
Vi
=
Post-composing both sides of Equation (†) with (1⊗ ⊗ 1) once more, we finally deduce
that necessarily i = j, so that δ is also pure:
Virj Vi
Vj
Vj
Vi
Vj ri= = =
This concludes our proof.
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